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New immune therapy targets tumor-associated
environment: from bone marrow to tumor site
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T umor-associated antigens (TAAs) and immune cells coexist

in the tumor microenvironment. However, spontaneously

developed cancer cells have coevolved with immune cells, and have

utilized inflammatory signals and immune suppressivemechanisms to

support and promote tumor progression. Subverting immune sup-

pressive mechanisms and induction of potent and lasting anti-tumor

immunity is the goal of cancer vaccination and immunotherapy.

Given that there are vast numbers of genetic changes associated with

carcinogenesis, it would not be unexpected that tumor cells express

considerable neoantigens, and many cancers are immunogeneic.1,2

Nonetheless, spontaneous tumor eradication is rare. Although many

tissue-specific proteins or tumor neoproteins are used as vaccines or

antigens to prime and expand TAA-specific T cells, our knowledge of

tumor rejecting antigens remains limited.

Active immunization and adoptive T-cell transfer therapy are themain

strategies used thus far for cancer immunotherapy. These strategies are

designed to overcome the deficiency in TAA-specific T-cell priming and

the reduced T-cell effector function in patients with cancer. Cancer vac-

cines rely on immunization of patients with antigenic peptides, proteins

or DNA expressed by tumor cells or dendritic cells or viral vectors.

However, it is well known that tumor vaccination has shown limited

clinical success.3 This is consistent with the finding in murine models

that the presence of large numbers of TAA-specific T cells is insufficient

to mediate tumor regression.2,4 Adoptive T-cell transfer therapies, in

which T cells are isolated from the tumor or peripheral blood and

expanded in vitro in an antigen-specific manner, have shown promise

in selective patients with melanoma.5 However, the requirement for the

knowledge of the tumor rejection antigens and the inability to have

sufficient quality T cells from tumor tissues currently limit its application.

In this special issue, we have discussed two important strategies for

generating potent and lasting anti-tumor immunity. The first strategy

is to subvert immune suppressive networks in the tumor micro-

environment.6–8 Regulatory T cells (Tregs) are one of the most

important immunosuppressive components.8,9 While most studies

focus on Tregs in tumor tissues or draining lymph nodes, here we

emphasized that bone marrow is a reservoir for activated Tregs, and

suggested how to target molecules important for Treg expansion and

trafficking in the bone marrow in patients with cancer. The second

strategy is to optimize conventional and anti-biological modalities to

directly target tumor and adjacent tumor tissue, and mobilize and

expand anti-tumor immunity in the tumor microenvironment which

results in tumor eradication.

Why do we need to focus on bone marrow in patients with

cancer? Bone marrow is a predetermined metastatic location for

multiple human tumors. In addition to its unique biological ele-

ments, in this special review issue, Zhao et al review the role of BM

for tumor growth and immune suppression—there has been a

growing realization that the unique immune microenvironment

plays an important role in tumor growth and metastasis in bone

marrow. Understanding this unique immune microenvironment

and the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms will defi-

nitely generate novel insight into cancer therapy and particularly

cancer bone metastasis. Several immune suppressive elements,

including Tregs, form immunosuppressive networks in the tumor

microenvironment.9–11 It appears that this applies to bone marrow

and that bone marrow is an immune suppressive environment. The

levels of Tregs are significantly higher in bone marrow as com-

pared to other organ compartments. In patients with prostate

cancer, the numbers of Tregs are further increased in bone mar-

row. This is attributed to active Treg recruitment and expansion in

bone marrow of prostate cancer patients with bone metastasis.

Treg bone marrow trafficking is largely mediated by CXCR4/

CXCL12 signaling pathway. Activated Tregs express functional

CXCR4 and efficiently migrate towards CXCL12. High levels of

CXCL12 are found in bone marrow. CXCL12 is derived from bone

marrow stromal cells and tumor cells including prostate cancer.12

Treg expansion in bone marrow is mediated by RANK/RANKL. In

patients with prostate cancer, Tregs express high levels of RANKL,

and dendritic cells express high levels of RANK.13 Bone marrow

Tregs tilt the balance between osteoclast and osteoblast activity,

which may contribute to osteoblastic bone lesions that characterize

prostate cancer. Therefore, CXCR4/CXCL12 and RANK/RANKL

are crucial molecular signaling pathways for Treg bone marrow

trafficking and expansion, respectively.13 Thus, we suggest that

the combinatorial blockade of these two signaling pathways would

be a valid option to treat cancer patients with bone metastasis

including prostate cancer and breast cancer.

How do we directly target tumor and adjacent tumor tissue? It is

well known that conventional tumor therapy (e.g., chemotherapy,

radiotherapy) and biological antibody therapy (e.g., anti-Her2/neu)

directly target tumor cells and mediate tumor killing. In this issue,

Yang et al. summarize recent progresses in understanding the poten-

tial new immune mechanism for conventional treatment mediated

tumor regression. Compelling evidence suggests that therapeutic
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efficacy of many cancer treatments depends on host immune res-

ponses: (i) antibodies to oncogenic receptors are thought to induce

apoptosis of tumor cells directly or indirectly via FcR. However, anti-

body-mediated tumor regression depends on T cells and additional

immunotherapy can greatly enhance antibody-initiated immun-

ity.14,15 Furthermore, kinase inhibitors can preferentially target

tumor tissues and induce tumor regression partially depending

on T cells;16,17 (ii) the current mechanistic explanation for the

clinical efficacy of local ablative radiation therapy (RT) centers on

the induction of lethal DNA damage in tumor cells or tumor-assoc-

iated stroma. Surprisingly, ablative localized RT on a tumor largely

depends on T cells.18 RT-induced danger signal molecules such as

HMGB1 to active dendritic cell through TLR4/MyD88 signal path-

way are essential for the therapeutic effect of RT;19 (iii) chemother-

apy was designed to kill fast dividing tumor cells by targeting

essential replicative steps, such as DNA replication and transcrip-

tion. This therapy has been very successful in reducing tumor bur-

den and is the standard treatment for many types of cancer.

However, the therapeutic effect of chemotherapy is also dependent

on host immune responses.19 It is conceivable that some che-

motherapies can trigger danger signals to bridge innate and adapt-

ive immunity. Therefore, future studies examining how different

cytotoxic drugs affect the immune system are necessary. In addi-

tion, understanding the proper timing and dosing of chemotherapy

for combination with immunotherapy will be important for indu-

cing synergy between these therapies, which results in better anti-

tumor activity; and (iv) targeted immunotherapy to primary tumor

tissues can generate immunity against distal tumor tissues. Based

on the lessons learned from autoimmunity, tertiary lymphoid struc-

ture is essential and sufficient to induce destruction.20 We suggest

that the generation of tertiary lymphoid structure inside tumor

tissues will change the local microenvironment and result in tumor

eradication. In support of this possibility, targeting tumors with the

tumor-necrosis factor superfamily member (TNFSF14 or LIGHT)

creates tertiary lymphoid structure, brings immune responses inside

tumor tissues and generates more cytotoxic T cells to control local

tumor and distal tumors.21

In summary, current cancer treatment by removing primary tumor

immediate after diagnosis might leave not enough tumor antigens in

situ for subsequent immunotherapy. Instead, we suggest that targeting

primary tumor as the site of TAA-specific priming prior to surgical

resection may offer a great advantage to induce potent and lasting

anti-tumor immunity that is sufficient to eradicate dormant meta-

static tumors. Future anti-tumor therapy requires redesigning con-

ventional treatment and target and utilizes tumor tissues with

immunotherapy to achieve the most efficient therapeutic efficacy,

and ultimately results in the control of metastatic disease and tumor

relapse.
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